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EXPLANATION
This map depicts general locations of state and federal natural habitat areas in Deep River, CT. The map is intended to be printed at its original scale and is not intended for scales at or smaller than 1:2,000. This map was created using data from the DEEP, Bureau of Natural Resources, Wildlife Division, and is intended to be used for educational and informational purposes. More detailed information is available online at www.ct.gov/deep/nddbrequest.

DATA SOURCES
- DEEP MAP DATA: Based on data originally from Environmental Science Associates. Additional digitization, digitization, and modification by DEEP. Used with permission of the original owner. For more information on the map please contact the DEEP GIS Section.
- NDDB REQUEST: Visit the DEEP website (www.ct.gov/deep/gis) to download the base map digital spatial data shown on this map.

Use the CTHIS insurance Map Viewer at www.ct.gov/dep to download the base map digital spatial data shown on this map and to view DEER area natural habitat areas.

At 1/2000 scale:
The map is intended to be printed at its original scale and is not intended for scales at or smaller than 1:2,000.

The map is intended to be printed at its original scale and is not intended for scales at or smaller than 1:2,000. This map was created using data from the DEEP, Bureau of Natural Resources, Wildlife Division, and is intended to be used for educational and informational purposes. More detailed information is available online at www.ct.gov/deep/nddbrequest.